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STRUCTURALEVAIUU'IONOF 

By Norris F..Dow and WilliemA. Hi&man 

Cmpressive tests were made of six different lengths of a ZK6CA 
ms.+gmsim~,Uoy fktpanelhating skinendlongitudinalT-section 
stiffeners extruded as one integraluuit. The results indicated 
that the extruded panel had structuralcharacteristias which were 
scmewhere between those for 2&9X end those for 733JiY aluminum-alloy 
Y-stiffened panels but, beoause of the integral nature of the extruded 
construction, required far fewer rivets to asssmible than either the 
2k%T or the 75ELTpanelswithwhiohcm~ariso~wemmade. The 
height of the~stiffkers wes also sanew6t less for the extruded panel. 

The conventional method of riveting stiffeners to the shin on 
ting cmpression panels is oostly, tends to roughen the outside 
surface of the skin, and tends to introduoe an element of uzmmtainty 
regarding the panel strength, especially on short psnels for which the 
panel strength is dependent on the diemeter and the pitch of the rivets. 
(See reference 1.) An intern construotion for skin and stiffeners, 
which can be obtained by the extrusion of the entire peel, offers 
possibilities of avoiding sane of these objeotions to riveting. 

Chexts for the calculation of the critiaal ccmrpressive stress for 
such extruded panels were presented in reference 2. lIkkusions of 
ZK6QA?mgnesimaUoy havingproportions basedonthese charts have 
beenmade by the Dow Chemical Canpmy. The present paper is concerned 
with the results of cuqressive tests on these extrusions. 

SYME3OIS 

II length of panel, inches 

P radius of gyration, inches 

=cY cmpressive yield stress, ksi 
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=cr stress forlocalbuckUng, ksi 

zf unit shortening atfailingload 

pi ccmpressive load per inch of panelwddth, hips per inch 

c coeffioient of end fixi-&y as used in Euler column fomula 

tl nondimensional coefficient that takes into amount reduotion 
in modulus of eZasticity for stresses beyond elastic 
rmge;withinelastic range, fl =l 

3, average stress at failing load, ksi 

Uf e¶ 
"equivalent? average stress at fa.iling load, equal to 

failing load divided by cross-sectional area of a 2&T 
alumi~~paselof~weightper~~tlength~ 
p&ml in question, ksi 

h distance frcm outside surf~e of sheet to exis of center of 
gravity of panel, inches 

E Young's modulus, ksi 

=i mamnt of inertia per inch of psxtelwid-th, cubic inches -. 

Ai cross-seationalareaperitih ofpanelwidth, inches 

acreq "equivalent" stress for local buckling equal to load for 
localbuckllw divided by cros~ectional area of a 21&T 
sJmuim~Uoy panel of same wei@btperunitlength as 
panel in question, kr3i 

Ai eq 
"equivalent" area per inch of panel width, equal to cross- 

sectional area per inch of width of a 2%T altmLnm+alloy 
rh;sof 8szne weight per unit length as panel in question, 

H OV~XWILL height of stiffeners, measuredfrcminside surface of 
sheet, inches 

S 

bs 

average spacing of rivet Unes, inches 

stiffener spacing of ZK6CA magnesium-all.oy panel, inches 

-43 -thicknees of&in, inches 

bw width of web of stiffener, inches 

t w thiclmess of web of stiffener, inches 

. 
- 

. 
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?F 

over-all width of outstandlng fLange of stiffener, inches 

thickness of outstanding flange of stiffener, inches 

The test panels were constructed by rivetirg~together three widths 
of extrusion snd miu1~ off the outstanding parts of the shin to 
obtain the cross section shown in figure 1. Seven test specimens having 
six different lengths were used. The nczninal values of the slenderness 
ratio L/p were 
panel having L 

20, 35, 55, 80, ll0, and 150; a duplicate of the 
= 35 was also tested. 

shown as fig& 2. 
Test specimens after failure are 

The material properties of the ZK6O.A magnesium alloy of which the 
extrusions were made were determined by the manufacturer fran specimens 
cut frcun the various locations indicated in figure 3. These properties 
me listed in table 1. A few specimens cut from the same locations snd 
tested in the Langley structures research labomtory gave values of acy 
which fell between the msx3mum sad minimum values given in table 1. A 
stress-strain curve for an entire extrusionwith the outstanding parts 
of the sHn removed gave a value of acy of 33.2 ksi. 

The three sections of extrusion were riveted together with &-inch 
diameter Al-T flat-head rivets (AN442AlL6) at $-inch pitch. Larger 

rivets were not used on account of the relatively smsXL edge distence 
(3/O in.) in the space provided for overlapping the extruded sections. 

The method of testing was the same as that used in other panel 
tests in the Iengley structures research l&oretory. The panels were 
compressed flat-ended without side support in a hydr%uUc testing 
machinewhichhas aoaccuracy of one-half oflpercentoftheload. 
The ends of the specimen were accurately w flat and parallel in a 
special grinder, and the method of aHnement in the testing machine was 
such as to insure uniform bearing on the end8 of the specimen. Avalue 
of the end fixity coefficient of 3.75 has been indkated for such 
panel tests in-this machine. 

The stress for local buckling acr was determined by the "strain- 
reversal method" on the two shortest panels. (See reference 3 for a 

' discussion of this and other methods of experimentally determining acre> 
The unitshorteningatfailingload f was determinedas the average 
of the strains indicated by four, %-inchgagelen&h, resistenc~ty-pe 

wire strain gages mounted at the quarter points along the length of the 
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second and fifth stiffeners near the axis of the Centa of gravity of the 
uross section. (See fig. 4 which shows the panel with 
for test in the testing machine.) 

The test results are given in table 2 and values of are 
plotted against the parameter pi 

Ef 
eq 

- in figure 5. 
L/C 

N6 correction has 

been made to the test results to take account of the fact that there 
was one more stiffener than bay on the test panel. 

A critical stress for the panel was oalculated f‘rcm the charts 
of reference 2 to be approximately 26.6 ksi. In this calculation the 
secant modulus (aa suggested in reference 4) was used to determine 
the effective modulus $3 from the strese-strain curve. (The curve 
for the entire cross section with the outstanding parts of the skln 
removed was used.) The caloulated value of 26.6 ksi is in good 
agreement with the experimentally determined values of acr for the 
two shortest panels. (See table 2.) 

EVAIUfUTONCFEX!IRJDEDPANEL 

Because only one cross section of extruded panel was available 
for test, no design charts similar to those of references 'j and 6 can 
be prepared for this type of panel at present. In order to make scune 
structural evaluation of the extruded panel, the "equivalent stresses" 
car&-led by the various lengths of--extruded panel tested were therefore 
compared with those for'mi n&trwn&eight designs of 2@-4C snd 75s-T 
aluminum-alloyY-stiffened (riveted) panels. These mlnLmu&weight 
designs were made to meet the loading conditions existing at failure 
for each length of extruded panel, and the shin thickness of the 
ccmparstive designs was selected to give a shear stiffness approximately 
the seme as that for the extruded panel. Them stresses are compared in 
figure 6. 

The equivalent stress is defined as the load divided by the area 
of a 2-T aluminLm-alloy panelofthe ssmeweightperunitlengthas 
the panel in question. Becausethepanelsc~aredinfigure6~azry 
the acme lo& and have such areas that-failure occurs at those loads, 
the stresses carried measure the cross-seotional areas and the- 
equivalent atreuses measure the panel weights. Accordingly, the higher 
the equivalent stress for a given load, the~lightor in weight is the 
pa.IXll. 

! 
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Figure 6 shows that the equivalent stress cm&by the exttided 
panel is less thanthatforthe 7~Tpanela atdl lengths but is 
greater than that for the 24%T pands for all except the,two greatest 
lengths. The greatest percentage inorease in equivalent stress for the 
extruded panel over the oo?zrespontUng 2&3X panel design scours at the 
effective length L/E of 39.2 in&es. 

Alt&n@theweightofthe panelrepuiredt0 oeqy-the cuqressive 
loadmqyusuallybe considereaofprimarg importance, other cha2zbc- 
teristics mag also be iarportsnt for particulez &ppUcations. For 
example, a d distance Ii between the asis of the center of -vi-Q 
of the panelandthe sIdnsurfacebeccmesmore lmportantaa thewing 
thickness is aearased. A high bending stiffness of the oross section 
EII foragivenrib spadngbeccmesmore important aa thelo0a.l air 
l0ads Increase relative to the oqression loads. A high buakUng losd 
ucI+l. Or %reqAieq beocxnesmore important as greater emphasis is 
placed on -0th ting surfB.ces. A small height of stiffenera H beccz&es 
more important as more spaoe is required.inthew3ng for cargo or fuel. 
A wide average spacing of rivet lines S to keep the nmber of rivets 
to aminimum, onthe otherhand, is always important. 

Figure 7wis prepare&to c'aqaretheweight,asldthe other 
characteristics just aescrlbed,of the extruded ZK6QA magnesiu!&dXl0y 
panelandthe24S-Tand 7wT altrmi mmA-aU0yY-etiffene&panelaef3igls 
at the effective length indicated in figure 6 to be most favomble to 
the extruded panel. The ~anparisons show that, for the ertnded panel, 

(l) %.eq IS 7.6 percent more than for the 75sJr dumiIZUIPBUOy 
Y-stiffened panel and 9.7 percent less than for the 2&-T panel 

(2) % is 18.7 percent more then for the 7-T panel and 6.3 percent 
less than for the 2&T panel 

(3) ~5 is 6.9 percent more w for the m plnnl and 35.6 percent 
less then for the 2&S--T panel 

(4) + ucre* 
is 26.8 pement more than for the 7-T panel and 

3.0 percent lesse&On for the 24EUI psnel 

(5) H 9s 3.4 pement less than for the 75WI! pamland 
16.6 percent less than for the 2JGJI penel 

(6) S is 416 pement more than for the 7%T -1 and 
410 percent more ti for the 24S-T panel 

The charaateristic for which the extruded panel haa the most 
substantial &vantage, as sham in fwre 7, is the mailer ndber 
of rivets that are required on account of the wider average spacing of 
the rivet Unes S. The height of the stiffeners I3 Ia shoKn to be 
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sanewhat less for the extruded panel. All the other charaoteristics 
of the extruded psnel considered are s-here between those for 2k3JT 
and those for T+T alumi num+LUoyY+tiffenedpanels. 

CONOING REMARES 

Ccanpressive tests of six lengths of an extruded ZK6Ch magnesium- 
alloy panel indiaated that the partioulsr cross se&ion tested at best 
had a structural effioiency sanewhem between that for Z&34! and that 
for 75s-r alumi- oy Y-stiffened. panels but, because of the integral 
nature of the extruded construation, required far fewer rivets to 
assanble thaneitherthe 2&4C orthe 73LTpam3lsuith whichoaqarisons 
were made. The height of the stiffeners was also someI&at less for the 
extruded panel. 

The oq+risons made, however, were on&- for the one oross se&ion 
tested. Whether otherproportions of the extrudedpanel, as mightbe 
required for a partioulsr application in actual construction, would 
show similar aharacteristios aan hardly be predicted Fran suoh a limited 
series of tests. Such a prediction could be made if design oharts 
similar to those of referenoes 5 and 6 were pr*epared for extruded panels. 
The characteristics of the one cross section tested appear sufficiently 
pramLsing to make the preparation of suuh aharts desirable as soon as 
awide enou&raqe of proportions of extrudedpsnels becaPnes available. 

Iangley MemorialAeronautiaalIabore;tory 
National Advisory Cxunittee for Aeronautics 

Ian&ey Field, Va. September 25, 1947 
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Figure L-Cross section of test specimens. 
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Figure 2. - Tested specimens having L/P of 20, 35, 55, and 80. 
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Ft+e 3- L ocutiom from which stress - siroh? specthens 
were cut from exfruded sections 

(See fub/e l) 

. 
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Figure 4.- Test specimen in testing machine. L 7 = 65. 
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figure 5-Vufiufion of stress with & fof exffu&d wmk. 
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I 755-T 

II ZK6OA 

a 24s-T 

2z/ 3.92 53.9 736 
v 

Figure 6-Compur~son of equivtdenf stresses carried by ZK6OA 
exfruded pune/s and fhe corfespond/irg mhhum weighf designs 

of 24S-T und 759T Y-sfiffmed pane/s. 
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%f eq Aieq 
= 440 kf~S/lh. 

EI =I300 h k&s 
A* 

+q 
=O./$/ h. 

S=924’ 

=I390 in k/;os 
=0./54 h 

i-2S=380 -+ 

%r eq Aieq 
=57.. k&s/hi. 

q =2/60 in. k&b 
A- 

‘eq 
=0./68 in. 

Figure Z- Comparison of charucferisfics of the ZK6OA extruded pane/ und 24.9T 

and 75S-T Y-sfiffened pane/ designs for q =5.75 kljs per kxh, 

&eq 
=QO64 inch, and &=392 khes. 


